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isfactory scholarly edition of Mikhail Bakunin's works. In 2000, the Inter

national Institute of Social History (Amsterdam) released the most complete 

edition yet on CD-ROJYl. Among its many virtues, this edition is the first to 

publish Bakunin's writings in their original languages. I have consulted this 

edition heavily in interpreting Mikhail's early education and development, 

documented (for the most part) in a fascinating mix of French, Russian, and 

German. Unfortunately, this electronic edition is beginning to malfunction 
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inaccessible. For this reason, in my notes I provide primary reference to pa

per editions where possible. When necessary-for example, when there are 

significant differences between Steklov's translation and the original- I will 

also provide a parallel reference to the Oewwu {CD-ROM}. Please note that 

since the CD-ROM is organized by work and has no running pagination, my 

references are by title, date, and the internal pagination of each document. 

Thus, "Oeuvre.! {CD-RO;l£}, 2" indicates page 2 of the document in question. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Ivan lvanovich Lazhechnikov (1792-1869) was an Imperial Russian cen

sor and educational official, but he was best known to his contemporaries as 

the "Russian Walter Scott." In the 1830s he published a series of wildly pop

ular historical novels that mimicked Scott's technique of imagining the past 

through carefully chosen scenes from private life. Under his guidance, the 

Russian reading public traveled to the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries and 

overheard the personal conversations of Russia's rulers. In 1859, Lazhech

nikov published a memoir that applied this technique to contemporary Rus
sian history, with enduring if somewhat puzzling results. 1 

The subject of Lazhechnikov's memoir was the literary critic Vissarion Be

linsky. Born in 1811, dead by 1848, Belinsky had a reputation as a brash out

sider: a son of the provinces who broke into Russia's literary establishment 

and denounced it for ignoring social questions.2 Yet Lazhechnikov sought to 

1 See I. I. Lazhechnikov, "Zametki dlia biografii Belinskogo," in Po!noe dobranie .Jochtlll'llll; vol. 
12 (St. Petersburg: Tovarishchestvo M. 0. Vol'f: 1900), 228-60; V. A. Viktorovich, "Inn 
lvanovich Lazhechnikov," inRuddlciepuate!i: Bli~c;rafz~·hc,,fciidW<'<lr~ ed. P. A. Nikolaev, vol. 3 (Mos

cow: Sovetskaia entsildopediia, 1989), 273-77. On the role of Scott's work in establishing pri
vate life as a prism on the past in nineteenth-century culture, see James Chandler, Enc;!anJ i11 
1819: The Politic" of Literary Culture ano the Ca.Je of Ronuzntic Hidtoric,:mz (Chicago: Universi1y of 
Chicago Press, 1998), 127-35, 147-50. 

2 On Belinsky's legend, see Isaiah Berlin, "/\ Remarkable Decade," in Ru4dtll!Z Thinlcerd, eel. 
Henry Hardy (London: Penguin, 1994), 181-85; on his social s1yle of criticism, sec Victor Ter
ras, Be!itz,,fci/ a11rl Rlbf,ltan Lilerary Criticl:,m: The Heritape ~f' Orpanic Aedtheticd (Madison: U niversi1y 
ofWisconsin Pt·ess, 1974), 77-127. 

I 



2 The Houde in the Garden 

offer his readers a fuller understanding of Belinsky's intellectual development 

by describing its private circumstances in more detail. (Lazhechnikov first 

met Belinsky in the early 1820s, while traveling as a school inspector.) He 

recalled Belinsky's birth to an impoverished rural family; his grinding edu

cation at the hands of old-school pedagogues; his move to Moscow, where 

Belinsky won admission to university but ran afoul of his superiors. Expelled 

in 1832, Belinsky quickly made a name for himself as a journalist but no 

money. When Lazhechnikov dropped by Belinsky's apartment in the mid-

1830s, he was stunned to find the critic's room wedged underground between 

a laundry and a smithy. (From one side came a foul-smelling steam, from the 

other, the "hammers of Russian cyclopses.") Friends got Belinsky a job as 

personal secretary to a Russian aristocrat who had a beautiful house, an open 

table, and a musically inclined daughter. But Belinsky lasted only a short 

while in this heaven, deciding it was preferable to return to poverty than to 

pander to the vanity of a man he despised. He left, Lazhechnikov concludes 

with pride, "because he felt it was his duty. "3 

Suddenly and without explanation, Lazhechnikov shifts scenes to a dis

tant provincial home. "There is a corner of a district in Tver Province," he 

continues, 

on which nature has focused all her loving care, adorning it with the 
greatest gifts she could collect in a land of seven-month snows. The 

river in this picturesque locale seems to flow more playfully, flowers 

and trees grow more luxuriously, and there is more warmth there than 

in other places. 

Here in this idyll there lived a large family that was "particularly awarded 

with spiritual gifts" and renowned for its unusual contentment. ("Never has 

a family lived more harmoniously," Lazhechnikov remarks.) "The spirit of 

the home" was its patriarch, a seventy-year-old man with "blue, unseeing eyes 

like Homer's" who had been educated at Italian universities and who loved 

to be surrounded by young people. He sponsored an unusually liberal atmo

sphere in his home, and as a result it was always crowded with guests. "Vis

itors streamed from all ends of Russia!" Lazhechnikov exclaims, adding, as 

if it were inevitable, that "Belinsky could not fail to come there as well."4 

And when he did, Lazhechnikov finally concludes, the benighted critic en-

3 Lazhechnikov, "Zametki," 255-56. Emphasis in the original. 
4Jbid., 256-57. 
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tered an intimate world of intellectual activity that greatly stimulated his spir

itual development and fostered the formation of his mature world view. At this 

remote provincial home Belinsky found a society of philosophical young peo

ple~many of them students and ex-students of Moscow University~who 

were passionately committed to the study of German Idealist philosophy. 

"This was during the time," Lazhechnikov explains romantically, "when 

Hegel's teaching caught fire among us, when his adepts walked about in such 

an ecstatic rapture that they tried to recruit even old men, youths, and maid

ens into his school." One young man even used Hegelian aesthetics to write 

love letters "to a certain beautiful young lady, to whom he was not indiffer

ent." And while the young man "laughed about this much later," Lazhech

nikov believed that there was something profoundly progressive about this 

unusual combination of philosophy and private life. "It promoted the devel

opment of the younger generation;s intellectual ability," he claimed. In Be

linsky's case, it prepared him to write his provocative essays of the 1840s~ 

"steeped in Hegelian philosophy," Lazhechnikov observes~that won him a 

place in history as modern Russia's boldest, most socially minded critic.5 

Imperial Russian readers of the nineteenth century were renowned for 

their ability to read between the lines, yet there is much about Lazhechnikov's 

story that must have baffled them. \Vho was this unnamed provincial family, 

and what explained their unusual domestic distinction? What sort of support 

did their home life offer for intellectual activity in early-nineteenth-century 

Russia? Why, in particular, did it foster the unusual merger of intimacy and 

Idealist philosophy Lazhechnikov describes~and with what results? In the 
mid-nineteenth century, some readers would have been better equipped than 

others to answer these questions, but to this day no one has answered them 

all. That, in short, is the aim of this book. 

The HoUde ia the Garden is a case study of the role played by home life in the 

making oflmperial Russian social thought. My aim has been to examine home 

life's function as a theater of intellectual activity in early-nineteenth-century 

Russia by reconstructing the history of one particularly distinguished and im

portant home. My book tells the story of Priamukhino, the provincial manor 

house that stands at the center of Lazhechnikov's memoirs. It is based on the 

archive of Priamukhino's former owners, a Russian noble family named the 

Bakunins, and it is divided into two parts. Part 1, "Idyll," describes how the Ba

kunins first came to Priamukhino in the late eighteenth century and seeks to 

understand the distinguished, experimental character their family life ac-

5 Ibid., 257-58. 
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guired when placed into this new domestic frame. Part 2, "Romance," ex

plores the role this home played in the making of a charismatic tradition in 

Imperial Russian social thought that I call the romance of Russian Idealism. 

In particular, I examine how the Bakunin home supported the ambitions and 

reputations of three particularly influential young men: the radical critic Be

linsky, the student icon Nikolai Stankevich (1813-1840), and the young 

Mikhail Bakunin (1814-1876). 
Such an approach, I believe, opens a fundamentally new perspective on 

the making of Imperial Russian intellectual traditions. Most works of Rus

sian intellectual history take the form of philosophical romances: tales of de

velopment that seek to explain how this or that thinker was transformed by 

an encounter with some idea, most commonly of European origin. 6 There can 

be a certain exclusive, incantatory quality to these narratives, however, as if 
ideas themselves were magical formulas that gave their possessors a special 

distinction and agency as "thinkers" in imperial society. "I even think that a 

man who has not Lived through Hegel's PhenomenoLogy and Proudhon's Contra
dictimld of PoLiticaL &onomy, who has not passed through that furnace and been 

tempered by it, is not complete, not modern," the socialist Aleksandr Herzen 

(1812-1870) writes, evidently quite serious, in his memoir PaA and Thoughtd. 7 

Yet aspiring thinkers, like any other actors, require a stage for their per

formance and an audience to help give their actions distinction and meaning. 

To be made durable and inAuential, their charismatic stories have to be framed 

by supporting ideals, practices, and institutions. And if today-thanks to 

generations of scholarship based on nationalized private archives-the bi

ographies of the Empire's most famous thinkers have a comfortable platform 

in modern Russia's printed record, scholars have yet to explore fully the in

timate context surrounding their activities in the early nineteenth century. 

There is, as a result, a certain homeless quality to our understandings of Im

perial Russian culture which I hope this history of one extremely productive 

home will help us correct. I seek to recontextualize the Russian intellectual 

history of this period-heretofore dominated by psychological approaches 

centered on alienation-within a cultural history that focuses on the domes-

6 On the predominance of biography in Russian intellectual history and the relative neglect of 
the subject recently see Terence Emmons, "Russia Then and Now in the Pages of the American 
Historical Review and Elsewhere: A Few Centennial Notes," AmericanHL:ItoricaLReview 100, no. 
4 (1995): 1144, 1149. 

7 Alexander Herzen, My Padt and Thought•, ed. Dwight Macdonald, trans. Constance Garnett, 
introduction by Isaiah Berlin (Berkeley: University of California Press, 197.3), 236; cf. Gertsen, 
Sobranie, lX:23. 
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tic realm's positive development as a sphere of distinction, agency, and mem

ory in imperial society. 

But what should a history of home life entail? Why have historians been fas

cinated by the Idealist tradition Lazhechnikov portrays, and what can Pria

mukhino's story help us understand about it? Before beginning my inquiry, a 

few more comments on its methods and historiographical context are in order. 

Both the English word "home" and the Russian word dom can mean any space 

of residence, but it is their more specific designation of a familial residence 

that I have in mind here. The eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in Europe 

saw an intensive elaboration of the sociaL political, and cultural space occu

pied by family life; and historians have analyzed this phenomenon in several 

different ways. First, they have seen the home as a social institution, as the 

bearer and producer of certain practices and ideals. A large body of litera

ture, for example, speaks of the urban townhouse as the cradle of middle

class sociability and values.8 Alternatively, historians speak of domesticity as 

an ideal produced in public discourse. In particular, some scholars have seen 

the robust interest in home life that characterized the early part of the nine

teenth century as an attempt to contain the realm of politics and reestablish 

paternal authority after the French Revolution.9 Last but not least, histori

ans have described the home as a capacious stage for modern self-creation 

and performance. Above all, write Inga Bryden and Janet Floyd, "the home 
was imagined, in nineteenth-century domestic discourse, to provide a pow

erfully influential space for the development of character and identity."10 In

creasingly, historians are interested in domesticity's archival role in society as 

well and seek to understand how the home has both framed our understand

ings of the recent past and documented it. 11 

sOn homes as producers of values, see, e.g., Leonore Davidoff and Catherine Hall, Family 
Fortuned: kfen and Women of the En.'Jlidh Lffwdle C!a,u, 1780-1850 (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1987). 

9 See, for example, Michelle Perrot, "The Family Triumphant," in From the Fired of RevoLution 
/o the Great War, ed. Michelle Perrot, vol. 4 of A lh1L"ory of Private Life, ed. Phillipe Aries and 
Georges Duby, trans. Arthur Goldhammer (Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press, 1990), 9~-129, 
esp. 99-1 00; see also Lynn Hunt, The Family Romance of the French RePolution (Berkeley: Univer
sity of California Press, 1991). 

10 lnga Bryden and Janet Floyd, introduction to DomeJtic Space: Readin.9 the Nineteenth-Century 
Interior, ed. Inga Bryden and Janet Floyd (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1999), 2. 

11 See, for example, Antoinette Burton, DweLling in the Archi<•e: Women Writinp HoUde, Home, and 
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It would be wrong to say that Russian history has no tradition of writing 

about the phenomenon of private life. Relatively early in the nineteenth 

century- because they feared that Russia's officious public record had ig

nored and suppressed important historical phenomena- Imperial Russian 

historians began to exploit personal archives. They created pioneering bio

graphical studies of Russian thinkers, revealing an entire world of intimate 

intellectual activity that had heretofore escaped the public's attention. Yet 

historical interest in this intimate world was constrained by both political and 

polite pressures. Informants asked them to be discreet; censors blocked the 

discussion of certain names; and scholars themselves sometimes worried that 

their "excessive familiarity" with the personal lives of Russian thinkers was 

degrading the rights of privacy in Russia and the gender conventions built 

around them. Scholars were particularly careful to avoid injuring the do

mestic sensibilities of their era and used a variety of contortions to keep the 

names and reputations of women in particular out of the public eye. 12 In the 

end, the function of the histories of private life written in the nineteenth cen

tury was to justiJY and support the reputations of famous men, rather than to 

understand the genesis and function of the intimate theater of intellectual ac

tivity in Imperial Russia. 

One effect of this historical reticence was to yield a bit too easily to a 

rapidly developing belief in modern Russia's homelessness. Russian litera

ture throughout the imperial period expressed anxiety about Russian home 

life. To begin with, there was a tendency-very strongly expressed in eigh

teenth- and early-nineteenth-century memoir-to present the home as a bas

tion of patriarchy and backwardness in Russian life. 13 By the middle of the 

Hidtory in Late Colonial f11rh;z (New York: Oxford University Press, 2003); John R. Gillis, A Wor!J 
of Their Own Malcinp: !Hytl•, Ritua~ anc) the Quut for Family (New York: Basic Books, 1996), 81-
109. 

12 For leading examples of nineteenth-century intellectual biography, see P. V. Annenkov, 
Nilcolai VlaiJimirorich Stanlce<•ich: Perepidlca epo i bioprafiia (Moscow: Tipografiia Kat'kova, 1857); 
A. N. Pypin, Beliwlcii, eqo zhizn' i ,JeUziel'noJt~ 1814-!876, 2 vols. (St. Petersburg: Tipografiia 
M. M. Stasiulevicha, 1876); P. Miliukov, "Liubov' u 'idealistov tridtsatykh godov, "'in h idtorii 
rtM.Jicoi intef!~qentaii: Sbomilc Jtatei (St. Petersburg: Tipografiia A. E. Kolpinskogo, 1902), 73 -168; 
A. Kornilov, Afolodye gody Mikhaila Balcunina: lz iAorii rtu•Jko_qo romantizma (Moscow: M. and 

S. Sabashnikov, 1915). With the exception ofKornilov, all of these authors avoid identifYing the 

female protagonists oftheir story directly. I discuss this literature in .John Randolph, '"That His
torical Family': The Balnmin Arcl1ive and the Intimate Theater of History in Imperial Russia, 

1780-1925," RLMdian Reriew 63 (October 2004): 583-91. Miliukov expresses his concerns about 
his contemporaries' "excessive familiarity" in "Liubov' u 'idcalistov,"' 73-74. M. Gershenzon 

notes his contemporaries' "complete neglect" of women's history during the Idealist period in 
"Russkaia zhenshchina 30-x godov," Ru.1.1kaia mya!' 12 (1911): 54-73, esp. 54-56. 

13 Studies based on gentry memoir tend to draw the home in dark, traditional terms: see Jes-
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nineteenth century, this tradition was counterbalanced in Russian belles let

tres by what Andrew Baruch Wachtel has called the "myth" of the happy no

ble home (whose function, he contends, was to shore up noble distinction in 

an era when that class's primacy in Russian life was being threatened). At 

least partly in reply to this noble myth, however, harsher, more critical visions 

continued to thrive. Many of Russia's most famous novels thematize familial 

conflict, for example, Ivan Turgenev's l;iztherd and Sond (1862). 14 "We do not 

even have homes," Petr Chaadaev announced dismally in his famous "First 

Philosophical Letter" of 1829, arguing that Russia's cruel history had ren

dered it a nomad nation. 15 

One should be cautious, however, about taking such anxieties too literally. 

It is important to draw a distinction between the intensity of domestic con

flict-real or imagined-and the absence of domestic values in a culture. To 

critique a home for falling short of the ideal, after all, is to pay indirect homage 

to some other, dearly held domestic norm. Increasingly, scholars are turning 

their attention to the familial, domestic frame surrounding much of Imperial 

Russian social thought. 16 From the moment Russian noblemen were given 

their liberty from obligatory service in 1762, the production of fancy homes 

became a distinguishing hallmark of noble culture. 17 Through advice manu-

sica Tovrov, The RwJian Noble FamiLy: Structure and Change (New York: Garland, 1987); 1Vlarc 
Raeff, Or\{Jind of the Rw•ian lnteLL,"cfentJia: The Eighteenth-Centw:v Nobility (New York: Harcourt 

Brace Jovanovich, 1966), 122-47. 
14 On the powerful myth of the unhappy, as well as happy, family in Imperial Russian litera

ture, see Andrew Baruch \Vachtel, The Ba!!le/ur Chi/(JI,,ood: Creatwn o/a Ru.Idlllll Myth (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1990). 

15 See also Petr Iakovlevich Chaadaev, "Letters on the Philosophy of History: First Letter," 
in Rwdian lnLeLLectuaL Hiftory: An AnLhoLogy, ed. and trans. Marc Raeff (Atlantic Highlands, NJ: 
Humanities Press, 1986), 162. 

16 See, e.g., Wachtel, The Battle for Childhood; Priscilla Roosevelt, Life o11lhc Ru.Mian Country g,_ 
tate: L1 SociaL and Cultum!H&!Lory (New Haven: Yale U niversi1y Press, 1995); 1Vlary Wells Caven
der, '"Kind Angel of the Soul and Heart': Domesticity and Family Correspondence Among the 
Pre-Emancipation Russian Gentry," The Ru,ldtan RNiew 61 (July 2002): 391-408; Rebecca 

Friedman, llfadcafinity, Autocracy, and the RwJian Univmfl'ty, 1804-1863 (New York: Palgrave 

Macmillan, 2005), esp. chapter 5; Elise Kimerling Wirtschafter, The Play of Idead in Ru.Mian En
Lightenment Theater (DeKalb, Illinois: Northern Illinois Universi1y Press, 2003), 53-83; and Irina 

Paperno, ed., "Intimacy and History: The Herzen Family Drama Reconsidered," forthcoming 

in 2007 as a special issue ofRaJJian Literature. I review the wave of interest in estate life in post

Soviet Russia in John Randolph, "The Old Mansion: Revisiting the I-Iistoty of the Russian 
Country Estate," Kritilca 1, no. 4 (2000): 729-49. 

17 On this theme, discussed in more detail in chapter 1, see Priscilla Roosevelt, "Russian Es

tate Architecture and Noble Identity," in Architecturu of RnJdian Identity 1500 to the Pre.Jent, ed. 
James Cracraft and Daniel Rowland (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2003), 66-79; Roo
sevelt, Ru.Mian Cowztry &tate. 
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als, law codes, and sentimental novels imported from abroad, belief in the 

"natural" virtues of domesticity-and their normative role as guides for the 

lives of modern men and women-began to be a commonplace of imperial 

culture in the early nineteenth century. 18 Political writers advanced the no

tion that the family was the basis of the imperial order, a point of view that . 

both had some root in reality and was supported by the crown at the time. 19 

Family chronicles, correspondences, and diaries began to accumulate in the 

spaces of home life, creating the materials from which later scholars would 

try to imagine the history of modern Russian society, independent of the 

records preserved by the state.20 

After its purchase by the Bakunin family in 1779, Priamukhino became a 

particularly productive participant in this imperial domestic culture. Though 

the Bakunins had spent most of the eighteenth century living in the imperial 

capital of St. Petersburg, Mikhail Bakunin's grandfather and grandmother 

decided to take their chances on country life. At first it does not seem to have 

gone particularly well. The family's fortunes nearly collapsed under a com

bination of illness and debt. But in the 1790s the Bakunins recalled their 

youngest son, Aleksandr Mikhailovich Bakunin (1768?-1854), from impe

rial service; and thereafter Priamukhino became one of the most elaborately 

enlightened visions of home life the empire had yet seen. 

Part 1 of my book explores the blossoming of this new domestic existence. 

Heretofore, scholars have relied on Aleksandr Kornilov's Ymu~IJ Yeard of 
MikhaiL Bakunin (1915) -a monumental work of prerevolutionary scholar

ship- for their understandings of the early years of Bakunin family life. Kor

nilov worked closely with the Bakunins themselves as he wrote his book, the 

first of a planned trilogy on the Bakunin family's life. His explicit intention 

was to explore Priamukhino's history as an" embryo of culture and society."21 

18 See Barbara Alpern Engel, Women in Ru.Mia, 1700-2000 (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2004); Barbara Alpern Engel, Mother& and DaughterJ: Women ofthelntelligent.Jia in Nineteenth
Century RuMia (Cambridge, Mass.: Cambridge University Press, 1983), 8-42; and Catriona 
Kelly, &finin.<J Ru&Jia: AdetCe Literature, Polite Culture, and Gmder from Catherine to Yeft,,in (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2001). 

19 Ale:.:ander M. Martin, "The Family Model of Society and Russian National Identity in 
Sergei N. Glinka's Russian Messenger (1808-1812)," Sfm-ic Reeiew 57, no. 1 (Spring 1998): 28-
49; Richard \Vortman, "The Russian Imperial Family as Symbol," in lmperialR.uJaia: New HiJlo

. ried for the Empire, ed. Jane Burbank and David Ransel (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 
1998), 60:...86. 

2° For examples of this, see Thomas Newlin, The Voice in tl~e Garden: Andrei Bolotw and the An.-r
idied of Ruadian PMtoral, 1738-18JJ (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 2001), 168-78; 
Randolph, "'That Historical Family,"' as well as chapter 4. 

21 Komilov, Molo{)yegody, 29. 
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Even so, he devoted only a short amount of space-a few pages-to the ear

liest years of the Bakunins' existence at Priamukhino in the late eighteenth 

century. (Most of his portrait of family life before 1820 is based on poetry 

written later.)22 

Fortunately, enough materials survive from these years to sketch the pub

lic ideals and private practices behind Priamukhino's initial development. 

Sometimes noble interest in estate life in the late eighteenth century is seen 

as a demonstrative withdrawal from imperial society-or even a theatrical 

display of alienation. Based on the materials in the Bakunin archive, I argue 

that this phenomenon is better understood as a state-sponsored theater of dis

tinction: a privatization of the power and charisma heretofore associated with 

the imperial court.23 Some of the earliest papers produced at Priamukhino 

document the Bakunins' desire to be seen as an exemplary family. In partic

ular, as his numerous poems and projects show, young Aleksandr Bakunin 

sought to fashion his home as a laboratory for the production of useful social 

truths. Though far from unopposed within his own family, Aleksandr's idyl

lic, and ideological, vision of Priamukhino's role in society stimulated the 

family's development as a theater for intellectual activity and helped win the 

Bakunins a wide-ranging reputation as an ideal family. 24 When his children 

forged ties with an ambitious group of Moscow youths in the early 1830s, this 

studiously enlightened home soon participated in the creation of a new and 

radical tradition in Russian social thought: the romance of Russian Idealism. 

Until the early nineteenth century, as Richard Wortman has shown, Impe

rial Russian notions of history and historical agency were dominated by epic 

"scenarios of power" produced by the imperial court. According to these nar

ratives, the pace and direction of Russia's development were set by Russia's 

22 See ibid., 1-81, of which the first ten pages are devoted to the late eighteenth century 

proper. The second volume of Kornilov's trilogy is A. Kornilov, Gor)y dlrafbfteiiMikhaila Bakanina 
(Leningrad: Gosudarstvennoe izdatel'stvo, 1925), while he died before he could complete the 

third. On Kornilov's life and interest in the Bakunins, see especially A. A. Levandovskii, lz i.l
torii krizi.la ruMkoi barzhaazno-Li6eral'noi utorigra(ii: A. A. Kornilov (Moscow: lzdatel'stvo Mos

kovskogo gosudarslvennogo universiteta, 1982). 
23 See chapters 1-2, below. This interpretation builds off of the insights of Richard Wortman's 

study of imperial political culture, Scenan;,,, of Power: Myth and Ceremony in RtuMian Monarchy 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995-2000), and trenchant observations about estate 
culture made by Priscilla Roosevelt in "Russian Estate Architecture and Noble Identity," 66-
67. 

24 See chapters 1-4, below. 
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emperors and empresses, who presented them.selves as transcendent forces 

standing outside society. 25 By the middle of the nineteenth century, however, 

a new kind of modern history began to emerge in Russian literature. It took 

the form of a philosophical romance and surrounded a group of students and 

ex-students of lVloscow University, sometimes called the "Idealists of the 

1830s."26 If the epic narratives surrounding the Romanov dynasty presented 

Russia's rulers as transcendent forces, the romance surrounding the Idealists 

emphasized their emergence from-and influence on-Russia's evolving so

cial consciousness. These Idealists included in their number such radical 

celebrities as Aleksandr Herzen, Vissarion Belinsky, Mikhail Bakunin, and 

an independent-minded group of friends known loosely in Russian history as 

the "Stankevich circle," named after their charismatic leader, Nikolai Stanke

vich, who died in 1840.27 

Where had this bold new group of men come from, and how had they be

come so distinguished and self-possessed? Why had they rejected imperial au

thority and tradition, in the name of their own social convictions? Almost none 

of these Idealists participated in the army or the court, Russia's traditional loci 

of power and distinction. Rather, they claimed to have been transformed and 

matured by philosophical studies they conducted first as students at lVloscow 

University and then on their own private time. Central to this process was the 

startling practice of conducting their intimate affairs according to principles 

derived from German Idealist philosophy. 

German Idealism was a philosophical movement that claimed to continue 

25 Wortman, ScenariM of Powet; 1:1-10. 
26 Beginning in the 1840s, versions of this Idealist romance appeared in Russian fiction, crit

icism, memoir, and biography. For a sample from fiction. see the story "Andrei Kolosov" (1844) 
by Ivan Turgenev (1. S.1\,rgenev,Polnoe,•obraniedoehinmiiipi.Jem, voL 4 (Moscow: Nauka, 1980), 
7 -33; in criticism seeN. G. Chernyshevskii, "Ocherki gogolevskogo perioda russkoi literatury," 
Po!noedobranieJochinenii, ed. V. Ia. Kirpotin, voL 3 (Moscow: OGIZ Gosudarstveunoe izdatel'stvo 
khudozhestvennoi literatury, 1947), 8-9 and 177-226, esp. 206-26. This essay was originally 

published in 1855-56. For memoir, see Herzen's Pac~t and Thmt;qhtd, especially 229-53 (cf. Gert
sen, Solmuzie, IX:9-46); for biography see Annenkov, :\~ V. Stanlcevt~i,. For examples oF Formal, 
scholarly use of the phrase ''idealists of the 1830s" to describe this group, see, e.g., P. V. An
nenkov, "Idealis1y tridtsa1ykh godov," inE V. Annen.lcov iego <)r='uz (St. Petersburg: A. S. Suvorin, 
1892), 1-111 (this is about Hcrzen and Ogarev); Miliukov, "Liubov'." 

27 For stimulating portraits of the "men of the 1840s" as a group, see Berlin, "A Remarkable 
Decade"; Martin Malia, "\Vhat is the Intelligentsia'?" The Ru.1Juznlntc!!igmtdia, ed. Richard Pipes 
(New York: Columbia Universi1y Press, 1961), 448-53; Michael Confino, "On Intellectuals and 
Intellectual Traditions in Eighteenth- and Nineteenth-Century Russia," DaeJa!w (Spring 1972): 
125-28. Berlin and Malia emphasize alienation as their founding feature, while Confino devel
ops the interpretation advanced below: that their esprit de corps was rooted in social conven
tions of their time. 
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the work of the Konigsberg philosopher Immanuel Kant (1724 -1804). Con

tending that previous philosophers had attempted things that exceeded the 

capacities of human reason, Kant sought to make the study of cognition, not 

the study of being, philosophy's foundational concern. Though he acknowl

edged the power of empirical observation, he felt it needed to be undergirded 

by an understanding of reason's formal limits and capabilities. "My question 

is," he announced in his famous Critique of Pure ReMon (1781), "what we can 

hope to achieve with reason, when all the material and assistance of experi

ence is taken away."28 Though his language was notoriously technical and his 

methods abstract, Kant was profoundly interested in moral questions. He 

hoped to use his philosophy to establish firm principles that could guide hu

manity to the good life. 

In particular, he believed that by determining the capabilities of human 

reason, he could help usher in a more mature era in human existence. Kant 

imagined a world populated by conscious, autonomous, and active people, 

united into a harmonious community by their reasoned willingness to follow 

the same moral law. Though Kant doubted that such an "ethical community" 

could ever be built on earth, given human frailty, he described it as a gov

erning norm toward which people should strive. As a model of what such a 

perfect society would look like, he picked the paternal household.29 

Already in the 1790s, however, the authority of Kant's methods was chal

lenged by a series of self-proclaimed successors. They felt it was possible to 

invent still clearer and more certain visions of reason's life in the world, over

coming areas of uncertainly that Kant had left behind. They have been called 
Idealists, because they placed the study of mind, rather than matter, at the 

center of their philosophy and also because they believed-albeit for differ

ent reasons -that reality correlates to reason. The most illustrious authors 

within this post-Kantian tradition were Johann Gottlieb Fichte (1762-1814), 

Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph Schelling (1775-1854), and Georg Wilhelm Fried

rich Hegel (1770-1831).30 All of these men were prominent academicians, 

28 Immanuel Kant, "Preface [to the First Edition, 1781]," trans. F Max Muller, Ba.>ic Writing.1 
of Kant, eel. Allen W. Wood (New York: Modern Library, 2001), 6. 

" 9 On Kant's ideal of an "ethical community," and his proposal of the paternal household as 
model, see Immanuel Kant, "Religion Within the Boundaries of Mere Reason," Religion ano Ra
liOII.a! Theology, trans. and ed. Allen W. Wood and George di Giovanni (Camhridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1996), 135-36; Terry Pinkard, Gernuuz Philodophy, 1760-JMO: The Lq;acy of 
Rea!L".im (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 63-65; and Isabel V. Hull, SexLUZ!ity, 
State, and Ciril Society in Germa11y 1700-1815 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1996), 301-14. 

30 On Kant and German Idealism in general, see Dieter Henrich, Betwew Kant and Hegel: Lec
tured on Ger/1Uln Idealum, eel. David S. Pacini (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 
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in addition to being brilliant philosophers. In the early 1800s, their students 

began to establish a foothold in Russian universities and seminaries. Russian 

official tolerance of post-Kantian philosophy rested on the notion that its 

philosophical methods were less dangerous to religious orthodoxy and im

perial authority than the rebellious, empirical reason championed by the 

French.31 

The philosophical romance surrounding Russia's Idealists of the 1830s, 

however, soon threw doubt on this proposition. Not only did these charis

matic students show a dangerously independent streak, they also seemed 

oblivious to the conventional limits of philosophical activity. In its native Ger

many, post-Kantian Idealism was practiced in public institutions, such as uni

versity lecture halls and scientific publications,32 Russian analogues to this 

institutionalized Idealism existed, inside of the Imperial Academy; yet the 

most famous and charismatic traditions surrounding Russian Idealism were 

produced more intimately, on the stage of private life. Comic stories such as 

Lazhechnikov's-of a young man who wrote love letters in the language of 

Hegel-laced the growing literature about Idealism's development in Russia, 

and contemporaries were not entirely sure what to make of this phenome

non. On the one hand, this private cult of philosophy seemed to violate what 

many regarded to be the proper limits of abstract thought by pulling it so 

deeply into the sphere of intimate relations. 33 On the other hand, in Herzen's 
authoritative judgment, as in Lazhechnikov's, there was something progres

sive-if comical-about this idealistic habit of "living through" philosophy. 

It had allowed its practitioners to break their subservience to the Empire's 

2003); Pinkard, GermanPhilodophy; Frederick C. Beiser, GcrmanlJea!i.11n: TheStrli.'J.qleagaifldtSub
jectiPimz, 1781-1801 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Universily Press, 2002); idem, The Fate of Rea
Jon: GermanPhiloJophyfromKanttoFichte (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Universily Press, 1987). 
On the definition of "Idealism," see especially Beiser, German lJeak,m, 5-6. 

31 On the arrival of Kantian and post-Kantian philosophy in Russia, see especially V. V. 

Zen'kovskii, !Jtoriia rLMJkoijifoMfi~ val. 1 (Paris: YMCA-Press, 1948); Z. A. Kamenskii and 
V. A. Zhuchkov, Kant i fi/o,~ofiia v RoJdU (Moscow: Nauka, 1994); Z. A. Kamenskii, RudJicaia 
fi!oJofiia nac!mfa XIX <•elca i ShelLing (Moscow: Nauka, 1980); V. F. Pustarnakov, ed. and camp., 
Fi!OJojiia Filchte v RoMii (St. Petersburg: Russkii Khristianskii gumanitarnyi institut, 2000); D. I. 
Chizhevsky, Ge_qel' '' &wii (Paris: Dam knigi i Sovremennye zapisk!, 1939). 

32 Recent scholarship presents the Idealist movement as a phenomenon of public and civic in
stitutions: see Theodore Ziolkowski, Gerrruw Rmnanticimz and !tJ !nJtitutiollJ (Princeton: Prince
ton Universily Press, 1990); Hull, Sexuality, Stale, and Civil Society, 300-323; Anthony J. La 
Vopa, Fichte: The Self and the CalLing of Philodophy, 1762-1799 (Cambridge: Cambridge Universily 
Press, 2001), esp. 230-68. 

33 For an extended example of this critique, see chapter 9, below. See also the unsettling judg
ments of this phenomenon in the stories oflvan Turgenev, as analyzed by Jane Costlow, Wor!JJ 
within Wor/Jo: The Nove& of Ivan Turgenev (Princeton: Princeton Universily Press, 1990), 11-29. 
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religious and political dogmas. In the process it made them independent, 

"complete," and fully "modern" men (to borrow Herzen's phrases) and pre

pared their subsequent, autonomous role in Russian life.34 

Until the end of the imperial period, the comic but heroic romance sur

rounding the "Idealists of the 1830s" was broadly accepted by liberal and 

radical opinion. In the early twentieth century, Pavel Miliukov expressed a 

common sentiment among historians when he pictured the Idealists as the 

"best people of their time" and the "spiritual fathers and grandfathers of the 

best people of our own time."35 Mter the October Revolution, however, 

scholarly opinion began to have doubts about how to evaluate the private 

practice of philosophical Idealism among this small group of educated Rus

sians in the 1830s. Broadly speaking, one may say that scholarly opinion has 

been divided into two camps. The predominant current of scholarly thought 

holds that Russia's Idealists are best understood as psychological types, 

whose biographies illustrate the political and social processes at work in 

the formation of modern Russian social thought.36 For others, however, the 

historical romance surrounding this small group of individuals is simply a 

charismatic myth, whose effect is to take the intimate activities of a few tal

ented but exceptional men and present them as milestones in the develop

ment of educated Russia as a whole.37 

34 See Herzen, My Pa.1t and Thought,•, 236; cf. Gertsen, So6ranie, IX:23. On the broad influence 
of Herzen's judgments of this tradition, see Irina Paperno, "Sovetskii opyt, avtobiograficheskoe 

pis'mo i istoricheskoe soznanie: Ginzburg, Gertsen, Gegel'," Novoe Literaturnoe 06ozrenie 68 
(2004): 102-27. 

35 Miliukov, "Liubov'," 73. 
36 See Berlin, "Remarkable Decade," 114-17, 119-21, 136-49, esp. 119; Martin Malia, 

Alexander Herzen anJ the Birtb of RuMian Socia!i.Jm (New York: Grosset & Dunlap, 1965); Andrzcj 
Walicki, The S!m•ophile ControverJy: Hidtory of a ConJervative Utopia in Nineteenth-Cmtw:v RuMian 
Thought, trans. Hilda Andrews-Rusiecka (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 197 5); 
Aileen Kelly, JHikbai! Bakunin: A StuQy in the PJychowgy and PoliticJ ofUtopianioc1m (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1987). On Idealism as a form of modem mysticism, see Isaiah Berlin, "The 
Pursuit of the Ideal," in The Proper StuJy of Mankind: An Ant hola.qy of E.iJayJ, ed. Henry Hardy and 
Roger Hausheer (New York: Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, 1997), 14-16; Berlin, "The Apotheo
sis of the Romantic Will," in Hardy and Hausheer, Proper Study of /)i.uzkincl, 560-61, 580. Writ
ten in this way, such interpretations accorded with postwar evaluations of the legacy of Idealism 

in German history, where Idealism was presented as a dangerous expression of social frustra
tions: see Henri Brunschwig, La cride de l'etaL pnMdLt:n ,). Ia fin da XVIII Jiecle etla genede de !a mw
ta!c:te romantique (Paris: Presses universitaires de France, 1947); J. L. Talman, The Origin,• of 
Totalitarian Democracy (New York: Praeger, 1960); Karl Raimund Popper, The Open Society and 
k1 Enemied (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1963). See also Frederick Copleston's de
scription of Idealism as a "metaphysics of reality" in A H1~1tory o/PhiliMophy, vol. 7, pt. 1, Fichte to 
Hegel (Garden City, NY: Image Books, 1963), 22. 

37 See Confino, "On Intellectuals and Intellectual Traditions," 117 -49; Jane Burbank and 


